E BRIDGE CLIENT: RICARDO BEVERLY HILLS

www.ricardobeverlyhills.com

Shopify to ERP (Apprise) integration
**WHO IS RICARDO BEVERLY HILLS**

A travel lifestyle company on a mission to inspire people to explore the world.

Ricardo Beverly Hills is a world-class leader specializing in the design, innovation, and marketing of luggage and travel accessories.

Their products are available online and at select department stores, specialty stores, and more, in the U.S. and internationally.

**DEADLINES WERE REALLY TIGHT**

The team banded together, flowing as quickly as possible through: kickoff, mapping, delegation and testing.

**2 SHOPIFY STORES**

Not only was the integration timeline tight, but data needed to be integrated for multiple Shopify stores, which adds times and complexity.

**Why did it work?**

Brilliant team work and the eBridge integration platform drove a successful Shopify to Apprise ERP integration project for Ricardo Beverly Hills.
The highlight of this integration project? Moving fast between Ricardo & eBridge to finish the project on time.

**SUMMARY**

**ERP:**
Aptean Apprise

**eCommerce:**
Shopify (2 stores)

Workflows automated:
- orders from Shopify into the ERP
- shipments from the ERP to Shopify
- inventory adjustments from the ERP to Shopify (both stores)

Return on Investment:
bi-directional data sync to save time & money

**TEAMWORK DROVE EFFICIENCY**

The customer, eBridge development, eBridge implementation, eBridge quality control and eBridge management communicated to move fast.

**MANUAL TASKS ELIMINATED**

Ricardo chose to automate these 3 workflows:
1) Data from all new orders (850)
2) Shipment information to customer (856)
3) Inventory across both Shopify stores (846)

Interested in learning how eBridge could assist with your integration project? Visit our website. www.ebridgeconnections.com

eBridge Connections' iPaaS helps brands and merchants connect their ERP, EDI, eCommerce and CRM systems together to eliminate manual data entry and avoid costly errors.